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Third Sunday of Advent, December 11, 2016 

Isaiah 35:1-10 and Matthew 11:2-11 

 

O come, O come Emmanuel and be born in us again ever more fully. 

 

This is the third Sunday of Advent. It is also called Gaudete Sunday in many liturgical churches 

and the Latin word “Gaudete” means “rejoice.” The season of advent originally started as a 

season of fasting in preparation for Christmas and Gaudete Sunday offered a break in this fasting 

for rejoicing in the nearness of the Lord’s coming. Pope Francis calls this Sunday the “Sunday of 

Joy”, and this special focus is often symbolized with a rose-colored candle in the Advent Wreath 

and sometimes with rose-colored vestments.  

The tenor of Advent is one of expectant possibility – as the world eagerly awaits the 

transformation that will come with the fulfillment of God’s promises. In this season, God calls us 

to quiet watching and listening for what new things He is doing now. We sit and wait, holding 

our breath with anticipation, straining our ears and eyes for the signs of God’s incarnate Word 

appearing in our midst.  

Advent is a time when we prepare ourselves so that we may recognize Christ’s 

redemptive presence. We try to sweep away the cobwebs that cloud our vision and seek respite 

from the frantic noise of the season so that we may listen deeply. This Gaudete Sunday reminds 

us that even as we wait in the quiet darkness for the coming light, we do so rejoicing that our 

God is not only one who is continually incarnating new life into His creation, but is also one who 

waits with us. 

 
I, like many, was surprised this week to hear that astronaut and senator John Glenn 

passed. I shouldn’t have been surprised, really, since he was 95 years old, but he had always 

been a bit larger than life. John became a national hero as the first American to orbit the Earth in 

1962. After serving in WWII, he became a military test pilot and in 1957, just months before the 

Soviet Union launched its first Sputnik satellite, he made the first transcontinental supersonic 

flight. In 1959, he was one of the first seven pilots selected to be astronauts in the fledgling 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. He was not the first in space, Shepard and 

Grissom took the first suborbital flights, but John was selected to be the first astronaut to orbit 

the Earth and was the first to fully capture America’s attention and admiration.  

His 1962 space mission came after months of delays because of mechanical problems and 

bad weather. Finally, on the 11th scheduled launch time, the Mercury rocket carrying the 

Friendship 7 space capsule lifted off from Cape Canaveral. The nation stopped in its tracks to 

watch on television and listen on the radio. The country held its collective breath and prayed for 

him as he entered the Earth’s orbit. His flight lasted five hours and he orbited the Earth three 

times.  

I have found myself imagining what it must have been like for John, alone in that tiny 

capsule so far, far away from all that was familiar. The quietness of space – the frightful distance 

and yet terrible intimacy with a reality far bigger than we experience here on earth. The fullness 

of the universe stretching out before him and yet surrounded by the unsettling sense of 

emptiness. John was entirely alone at this new frontier, even while remaining tenuously tethered 
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to the familiar. It took a host of people and technology to launch him into space, but once there 

he was effectively on his own. Return was his responsibility alone.  

 Things went wrong, as they often do. After the first orbit, a mechanical failure developed 

that required John to fly manually for the rest of the flight. Then a warning light came on 

indicating possible failure of the heat shield, yet no one could be sure and so he had no choice 

but to chance re-entry through Earth’s atmosphere. As John plummeted to Earth, a metal strap 

came loose and banged around inside the capsule and he saw flaming chunks flying by outside 

the window and wondered whether the heat shield might be falling apart.    

His was an Advent experience – one in which he was empowered while remaining 

somewhat powerless, alone while remaining tenuously connected, active while also waiting, 

observing while also engaged. John relied on ground control but ultimately he was on his own. 

John was not unlike like Mary, the mother of Jesus, waiting in the darkness, accompanied and 

yet alone, pregnant with glorious promise and yet contemplating an uncertain and unknowable 

future. These are contradictions, of course, but I think Advent is largely experienced as 

contradiction and dichotomy. I think that is what is so unnerving about this season, if we take 

seriously. The Advent experience is one of active waiting, of receptive labor, of finding the 

fullness amid the emptiness. The Advent experience is one of pregnant possibility in the midst of 

absence – of waiting to enter the coming light while settling uneasily into the darkness.  

 
But John Glenn was more than an astronaut and senator, of course, he was also a husband 

and father. He was married to his wife, Annie, for 73 years. Annie says they met when they were 

two years old, and throughout his life she was by his side, his constant companion, chief 

supporter, willing partner, and the grounding center of his life. What is remarkable to me in this 

is that Annie was also disabled, suffering from a terrible stammer.  

For most of her life, Annie was afflicted with an 85 percent stutter, meaning that she 

would become tripped up on 85 percent of the words she tried to speak. This was a disability that 

affected every area of her life and Annie barely spoke, not because he didn’t have anything to 

say, but because when she did, people often assumed she was either deaf or mentally deficient. 

Throughout the public life she shared with her famous husband, she struggled with this handicap.  

At the age of 53, she underwent a new type of therapy that involved a three-week in-

patient rehabilitation in which she had to relearn how to speak each letter of the alphabet. During 

this time, the patients were not allowed to call friends or family. The program was successful and 

when she called home at the end of the three weeks and spoke clearly and easily to John for the 

first time, he cried. Apparently, once she got home she talked up a storm. John recalled one of 

her first things she told him: “John, I’ve wanted to tell you this for years. Pick up your socks.” 

Most people had thought that Annie simply couldn’t talk, but once she received the gift 

of clear speech, she became an active public speaker, initially in support of John’s senate 

campaigns. It is said that after speaking, Annie sought out in the crowds those that everyone else 

ignored – the disabled. Annie understood deeply and painfully what it was like to be overlooked 

by strangers and to be discounted, and she became an ardent and vocal supporter of those who 

suffered disabilities. She became their voice in a world that often overheard them.  

I suspect that Annie understood the Advent experience. She spent decades of imposed 

quiet and fasting, waiting in uncomfortable silence and isolation for her time to speak. She spent 

long months waiting for her husband to be strapped to a rocket and shot into space and then 

another terrible five hours holding her breath and waiting with the nation as he orbited the globe 

and returned to Earth. Again, she spent another nine days in uncertain waiting in 1998, as John at 
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the age of 77 returned to space aboard the space shuttle Discovery. Yes, I think she knew this 

Advent waiting – waiting that is both pregnant with hope and new life, as well as fraught with 

uncertainty and the fear of the unknown.  

 
As one theologian has written, on this Sunday of Joy we are reminded of the promise 

that: “God will come. Creation will be renewed; humanity will be redeemed; and obstacles and 

dangers will be removed. The world will come to the Lord and experience the everlasting peace 

of God’s Kingdom.”1  

 In Advent, we train our eyes and ears yet again for the markers of this coming. Today, in 

our Gospel lesson Jesus instructs us to pay attention to what we hear and see. Wherever we see 

the blind receiving new sight, the lame walking, the sick being healed, the deaf hearing, and the 

poor receiving the good news, there we may find God at work. Wherever we find new life 

conquering death – new light entering the darkness – there we will find Christ being incarnated 

within creation.  

In our first lesson this morning, the prophet Isaiah, speaking to a dispirited Israel in exile, 

provides a poetic description of this new life. Isaiah proclaims:  

“The wilderness and the dry land shall be glad, the desert shall rejoice and 

blossom; like the crocus it shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice with joy and 

singing. … Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf 

unstopped; then the lame shall leap like a deer, and the tongue of the speechless 

[shall] sing for joy. For waters shall break forth in the wilderness, and streams in 

the desert; the burning sand shall become a pool, and the thirsty ground springs of 

water…”2 

We, too, rejoice in this proclamation – we, too, anticipate and rejoice in the coming of the 

Lord. Like life-giving water pouring forth over the dry desert, the Lord’s coming always brings 

new life, even, and maybe especially, where we least expect it. On this day, in this season of 

Advent, we are invited again to still our hearts and minds and watch and listen deeply for the 

signs of Christ’s incarnation in the world around us, listening for the voice behind the silence and 

watching for the pinpricks of light beyond the darkness. For where we see joy, liberty, healing, 

and abundant life, there we will find Jesus – the one who has come, is coming, and will come 

again.  

 

Amen. 

 

                                                           
1 Synthesis CE, Advent 3-A, December 11, 2016 
2 Isaiah 35:12a, 5-7a; NRSV 


